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! Helpful! Not!Helpful! Total! Per!cent!
Helpful!
CAT! 56' 1590' 1646' 3%'
ICCPR! 386' 775' 1161' 33%'
CRC! 103' 198' 301' 34%'
CEDAW! 134' 135' 269' 50%'
CERD! 13' 25' 38' 34%'











































































































































































































































































































































































ALL!TREATIES!!!!!14%! ! !!!!!!30%! ! 21%! ! !!!!!!!!
! ! !!!!!!!!!(1930)! ! !!!!(1034)! !!!!!!!!!!!!(353)132!









































! Male! Female! pZvalue!
CAT!! 4%' 3%' 1'


































ALL!TREATIES!!!!!19%! ! !!!!!!20%! ! !!!



























































CEDAW*! ' ' ' '
CERD*! ' ' ' '
ICESCR*! ' ' ' '
ALL!TREATIES!!!!!22%! ! !!!!!!16%! ! 17%!!! ! !!!!!!!!!!.662!



















                                                
137"Because"RPD"judges"are"not"appointed"by"the"Prime"Minister,"it"was"not"possible"to"include"them"in"this"party"
affiliation"analysis."

















































ALL!TREATIES!!!!!17%! ! !!!!!!21%! ! !!!
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the'State.”'Article'23'
ICESCR' “The'States'Parties'to'the'present'
Covenant'recognize'the'right'of'
everyone'to'the'enjoyment'of'the'
highest'attainable'standard'of'physical'
and'mental'health.”'Article'12(1)'
“The'widest'possible'protection'and'
assistance'should'be'accorded'to'the'
family,'which'is'the'natural'and'
fundamental'group'unit'of'society,'
particularly'for'its'establishment'and'
while'it'is'responsible'for'the'care'and'
education'of'dependent'children.'
Marriage'must'be'entered'into'with'
the'free'consent'of'the'intending'
spouses.”'Article'10(1)'
'
CEDAW' “The'same'rights'to'decide'freely'and'
responsibly'on'the'number'and'
spacing'of'their'children'and'to'have'
access'to'the'information,'education'
and'means'to'enable'them'to'exercise'
these'rights.”'Article'16(1)e'
'
'
CAT' “No'State'Party'shall'expel,'return'
("refouler")'or'extradite'a'person'to'
another'State'where'there'are'
substantial'grounds'for'believing'that'
he'would'be'in'danger'of'being'
subjected'to'torture.”'Article'3'
“For'the'purposes'of'this'Convention,'
the'term'"torture"'means'any'act'by'
which'severe'pain'or'suffering,'
whether'physical'or'mental,'is'
intentionally'inflicted'on'a'person'for'
such'purposes'as'obtaining'from'him'
or'a'third'person'information'or'a'
confession,'punishing'him'for'an'act'he'
or'a'third'person'has'committed'or'is'
suspected'of'having'committed,'or'
intimidating'or'coercing'him'or'a'third'
person,'or'for'any'reason'based'on'
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discrimination'of'any'kind,'when'such'
pain'or'suffering'is'inflicted'by'or'at'
the'instigation'of'or'with'the'consent'
or'acquiescence'of'a'public'official'or'
other'person'acting'in'an'official'
capacity.”'Article'1'
CERD' “In'compliance'with'the'fundamental'
obligations'laid'down'in'article'2'of'
this'Convention,'States'Parties'
undertake'to'prohibit'and'to'eliminate'
racial'discrimination'in'all'its'forms'
and'to'guarantee'the'right'of'everyone,'
without'distinction'as'to'race,'colour,'
or'national'or'ethnic'origin,'to'equality'
before'the'law,'notably'in'the'
enjoyment'of'the'following'rights:”'
Article'5'
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